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Introduction

It is our great pleasure to present the second edition of the Trends and Opportunities Report, an annual publication by HVS/Hotel Invest (in partnership with STR) that illustrates and analyzes the sector’s performance in some of the major markets in the region.

Every year we provide recent and reliable information in addition to telling you about the challenges and opportunities in South America’s main hotel markets. We are convinced that an informed and transparent market is more solid and professional. Having said this, we believe that this publication will increasingly become a key tool for hoteliers, developers, and investors by supporting them to properly formulate their business and investment strategies.

If you wish to receive this publication and other news from HVS/Hotel Invest, please visit our websites (www.hvs.com and www.hotelinvest.com.br) and follow us on LinkedIn (HVS | HotelInvest).

For further information, questions, comments or suggestions, please contact Cristiano Vasques – São Paulo – (55 11) 3093-2743: cvasques@hvs.com or Fernanda L’Hopital – Buenos Aires – (54 11) 5263-0402: flhopital@hvs.com.

Our Sample

The Report’s broad database mostly comprises data from STR, supplemented by HVS/HotelInvest own records and data provided by third parties. We thank all those who have contributed to this publication and we invite new hotels, operators, and associations to share their data through STR for future editions.

The information contained herein is based on the performance of 76,296 rooms using data on average daily rates in nominal value and national currencies, and includes the main hotels in each segment of each city. We are therefore certain that the trend indicators truly reflect what is happening in each market universe.

Our annual comparisons use the same sample base throughout the historical series, except when there are openings or significant segmentation changes. Our wide sample plane is statistically significant and is shortlisted below:

› Buenos Aires: Source STR – 7,865 rooms (39% of the analyzed universe);
› Santiago: Source STR - 6,505 rooms (47% of the analyzed universe);
› Bogota: Source STR - 7,389 rooms (70% of the analyzed universe);
› Lima: Source STR - 4,362 rooms (54% of the analyzed universe);
› Rio de Janeiro: Source STR - 14,242 rooms (63% of the analyzed universe);
› São Paulo: Source STR - 20,172 rooms (55% of the analyzed universe);
› Salvador: Source HVS/ Hotel Invest - 5,403 rooms (60% of the analyzed universe);
› Curitiba: Source HVS/ Hotel Invest - 2,800 rooms (31% of the analyzed universe);
› Porto Alegre: Source HVS/ Hotel Invest - 2,448 rooms (36% of the analyzed universe);
› Belo Horizonte: Source HVS/ Hotel Invest – 5,110 rooms (44% of the analyzed universe).
Avoid hasty conclusions; there is growth and opportunities ahead

If you analyze the figures of South America’s economy in 2015, you may get the impression that the region is going through a delicate situation, what with the dollar rate and inflation going up, the GDP dropping, interest rates rising, and a deteriorating fiscal situation… There seems to be little hope for the regional market in the short term. As a backdrop to this “crisis” stands China’s economic slowdown, poor global economic growth, and a fall in commodity prices, especially oil, gas, and metals. This combination of external factors has hit South American exports and government’s tax revenues. Despite these unattractive numbers, a more in-depth analysis shows a more favorable scenario. The explanation is simple - the average is discouraging on account of Brazil and Venezuela, two major regional economies that have been strongly affected by a series of negative factors, particularly of a political nature. In the other main four countries in the region covered by this Report, the situation is the opposite.

In Argentina, Mauricio Macri’s election has meant a dramatic change of tack in the country’s economy direction and is sending out signals of good prospects in the medium term. Apart from a high inflation rate, the new president faces major challenges. However, changes in the economic, political, and social agenda let us see the much hoped-for light at the end of the tunnel. Despite economic slowdown expectations in the short term, while the main adjustments are under way, the recovery should start in 2017, fueled by greater competitiveness and a more favorable business climate generated by the peso devaluation and by the lifting of foreign trade restrictions.

In Chile, sensible macroeconomic policies and a stringent fiscal discipline have again demonstrated that the country’s direction is an excellent crisis-buster. A proof of this is the good response of its economy in the face of a drop in international copper prices, one of the country’s main exports and a substantial source of revenue, and of Brazil’s crisis, one of Chile’s main trade partners. With a 2% growth in 2015, there are prospects for economic pickup in 2016 and 2017. Even though inflation has exceeded the government’s expectations, it is still not significant.

In Colombia, external adverse factors have been offset by successful internal initiatives. There has been a slight economic slowdown, strongly influenced by international crude oil prices, accompanied by concerns about the country’s fiscal deficit and a rise in inflation and in base interest rates. However, progress toward a peace agreement with the FARC and the uptrend in domestic consumption seem to be very good reasons for renewing hope for the future. The government has shown its commitment to fiscal discipline, in addition to introducing a robust infrastructure investment plan. In 2016, the economy will grow at a slower pace but still above 2.5%, with an expected uptrend in 2017.

Peru’s economy has been slightly affected by the adverse external scenario. Despite an increase in inflation, devaluation of the local currency, and the need to increase base interest rates, the economy has expanded compared to 2014. New productive investments, which became operational and augmented export volumes, have offset the drop in commodity prices. Regardless of this, the positive performance of the domestic market has provided additional impetus to the domestic product. Economic analysts expect an economic boost in 2016 and 2017.

In Brazil, the plunge in GDP has reflected the country’s political crisis and corruption scandals. Despite a still uncertain 2016, recent news leads us to believe that political straightening out is under way and that economic adjustments will soon follow suit.

Once this uncertain stage is over, expectations may be reshaped, which would indicate the country’s long-awaited recovery.
Opportunities and challenges for the hotel industry

The dollar appreciation has opened a window of opportunities for the industry

Economic factors and increased supply had an impact on hotel performance in 2015. In sync with the economic events, during 2015 the hotel markets analyzed in this Report showed a drop in occupancy, daily rates (save for Lima), and RevPAR (in US dollars). These variations are mostly accounted for by the following: 1) demand slowdown in some markets (Buenos Aires, Brazil, Lima); 2) an increase in supply above demand growth (in all markets except Buenos Aires); 3) pressure on rates as a result of higher competitiveness; 4) devaluation of local currencies vis-à-vis the US dollar. Notwithstanding this, several cities and segments have continued to show attractive occupancy levels and a two-digit growth of average daily rates in local currency.

Once this short-term uncertain scenario is over, South America will grow again. The historical growth in the last 10 years and future prospects capture the attention of national and foreign investors in the region. Some of the current opportunities include:

- **Attracting foreign investors:** on account of the dollar appreciation and a bet on regional economic fundamentals;
- **Acquisition of assets in poor performing markets:** the drop in asset value presents opportunities for the purchase and conversion of hotels and chains already in operation;
- **New developments in cities under demand pressure:** the development of hotels in the economy and mid-market segments is still at a budding stage in the region. In addition, leisure projects steal the limelight, especially for destinations with an expanding domestic market.
- **Improvement of operating efficiency in hotels in operation.** In a scenario of economic uncertainty, increasing revenue becomes a challenge, especially in cities with new scheduled openings. In this context, seeking greater operating efficiency is key to increasing profitability margins. Reviewing operating processes and seeking the assistance of asset managers will help achieve better results.

- **Structuring new funding options.** In Brazil, for instance, structuring a condo hotel is no longer an easy option. On the other hand, one of the greatest risks in the sector has considerably decreased - oversupply. Better qualified investors are more likely to arrive in Brazil.

- **Chains have also increased conversion efforts.** The participation of independent hotels predominates in the region. The challenge lies in finding properties meeting the brands' requirements.
Market Overview

### Bogota*
- **2015**: OCC 55%, ADR (USD) $102, RevPAR (USD) $56
- **2016F**: 

### Lima*
- **2015**: OCC 70%, ADR (USD) $153, RevPAR (USD) $107
- **2016F**: 

### Santiago*
- **2015**: OCC 66%, ADR (USD) $143, RevPAR (USD) $94
- **2016F**: 

### Buenos Aires*
- **2015**: OCC 62%, ADR (USD) $127, RevPAR (USD) $79
- **2016F**: 

### Porto Alegre**
- **2015**: OCC 60%, ADR (USD) $75, RevPAR (USD) $45
- **2016F**: 

### Curitiba**
- **2015**: OCC 65%, ADR (USD) $67, RevPAR (USD) $44
- **2016F**: 

### Belo Horizonte**
- **2015**: OCC 47%, ADR (USD) $54, RevPAR (USD) $26
- **2016F**: 

### Salvador**
- **2015**: OCC 53%, ADR (USD) $62, RevPAR (USD) $33
- **2016F**: 

### Rio de Janeiro*
- **2015**: OCC 62%, ADR (USD) $137, RevPAR (USD) $85
- **2016F**: 

### São Paulo*
- **2015**: OCC 60%, ADR (USD) $87, RevPAR (USD) $52
- **2016F**: 

Notes and Sources:
- **↑**: Perspective of Increase
- **↓**: Perspective of Stability
- **↓**: Perspective of Decrease
- **OCC**: Occupancy
- **ADR**: Average Daily Rate - nominal value
- **RevPAR**: Revenue Per Available Room
- *: Source STR
- ****: Source HVS/HotelInvest
- **F**: Forecasts consider a stable exchange rate
Argentina - Buenos Aires

Macri’s election brings positive economic prospects for the country

After years of difficulties, the change of president brings new positive prospects for the country. As in 2014, in 2015 Argentina was affected by weaker domestic and foreign demand, financial and trade controls, confidence crisis, economic distortions, and an unresolved conflict with its international creditors. Despite these setbacks, Macri’s election by the end of 2015 was highly appreciated by the market.

2016: economic adjustments and change of direction. The election of a new government has led to a change of tack and a favorable scenario for an economic pickup. In the meantime, 2016 will be a challenging year on account of the implementation of adjustments and reforms needed to create a better business climate that may help attract investors.

A 6.1% increase in RevPAR despite the economic slowdown in 2015. The hotel sector in Buenos Aires has felt the impact of the economic slowdown, with a 2.7% drop in occupancy. A decline in tourism demand and a more price-sensitive guest profile have resulted in a more competitive market. Notwithstanding this, there has been a 9.0% rise in the average rate in local currency.

Economic recovery and supply stability bring positive prospects for the hotel industry. 2016 will see an increase in average rates (in local currency) and occupancy as a result of stable supply, of the impact that the change of government will have on corporate tourism, and of the strong devaluation of the Argentine peso in December 2015. The US dollar rise will positively affect the operating margins of hotels, which have part of their rates in dollars, thus somewhat offsetting the rising costs generated by high inflation. In the medium term, the possibility of new transactions and the evaluation of new projects will be reconsidered.
Chile - Santiago

Demand trends indicate opportunities for new developments

In 2014 and 2015, the economic slowdown was caused by external factors. Issues such as the drop in the price of copper (Chile’s major export) prevented further economic growth in 2015 due to decreased exports and currency devaluation.

Stable economic growth trend for upcoming years. Economic analysts expect a stable growth for the country in upcoming years. The predictability of Chile’s economic expansion shows that it is one of South America’s least-risky countries.

Currency devaluation has attracted more visitors to Chile. As noted in last year’s Trends & Opportunities Report, the growth trend regarding the arrival of foreign visitors has been confirmed. In addition to a greater number of tourists, currency devaluation has led to a higher volume of foreign investments in the country.

Positive prospects for demand growth. As a result of a slight economic recovery and the increase in foreign visitor arrivals, demand has gone up in Santiago (+0.6%). A stable increase is expected for the next years in line with the economy’s expansion.

Increase of average daily rates in 2015. Despite a slight retraction in occupancy levels (-0.6%), a gradual economic recovery and the organization of the Copa América in July have contributed to a rise in the daily average rate (+6.6%).

Expansion of supply focused on premium products. Considering the openings in 2015, 54% of hotel supply in operation in Santiago is concentrated in the Upscale, Upper-Upscale, and Upper-Midscale segments. Developments in more price-sensitive segments are still negligible in the country.
Colombia - Bogota

Current economic slowdown delays market recovery

The fall in the price of crude oil and other commodities has affected economic growth. However, despite this slowdown, the process has been slow and gradual. Projections indicate a decrease in crude oil dependence and a more diversified economy, with growth around 4% by 2018.

Foreign tourism has benefitted from local currency devaluation. In 2015 the strong devaluation of the peso vis-à-vis the US dollar had a positive impact on foreign tourism, with an increased number of arrivals. This, plus Colombia’s peace process, will further benefit the promotion, positioning, and image of the country as an international destination.

Stable occupancy in 2015. With steady demand growth and slightly lower supply in the sample under analysis, occupancy remained stable.

The average daily rate went up again. With a more balanced ratio between supply and demand growths, Bogota’s hoteliers have managed to increase their rates.

Still uncertain prospects in the short term. What with slower economic growth and new hotels ready to open, Bogota’s short-term scenario remains unclear. In the medium term, the conditions of tax benefits for the construction of new hotels will limit further supply. With lower hotel growth and higher demand, the sector’s performance projections are positive.
Peru - Lima

Demand pressure indicates opportunities for new hotels in Lima

**Positive economic growth projections.** Despite the fact that public spending reduction continues, an issue that was already pointed out in last year’s Trends & Opportunities Report, the depreciation of the Peruvian Nuevo Sol has attracted foreign investment into the country. Additionally, copper production is expected to grow by 60% in 2016, with the exploitation of "Las Bambas" mine located to the west of Cusco.

**Projections of increasing foreign arrivals.** The steady rise in the arrival of foreign visitors to Peru is partly accounted for by the promotional actions undertaken in the country as a travel destination. In 2015, this increase was propelled by the devaluation of the Peruvian currency against the US dollar and its impact on the flow of travelers from the main outbound markets to Peru.

**Strong hotel demand pressure allowed for a 7.5% rate increase above inflation.** Despite a drop in occupancy (-5.7%), generated by the recent opening of hotels, the average daily rate has been substantially readjusted (+11.0%), thus leading to a 4.6% RevPAR increase. At present, Lima has one of South America’s highest rates.

**Increase in the number of major events expected.** With the inauguration of the Convention Center, accommodating 10,000 people, Lima will be able to host a larger number of major events.

**Limited pipeline of new hotels.** Despite the supply increase projected until 2018, the potential growth of the Peruvian economy, combined with a hotel market that has already reached its seasonality peak, indicate a possible rise in the sector’s profitability.
Brazil

Fall in asset value brings opportunities for mergers and acquisitions in the sector

» Heightened uncertainty in the country due to political and economic crisis. Investigations on “Operação Lava Jato” and discussions regarding President Dilma’s impeachment dominate the national arena. There is a notorious loss of political strength in the government, which further hampers the search for a solution to the economic crisis. Curbing inflation and getting the country back on the growth path are the main challenges.

» Moderate growth trend in the medium term. Despite currency devaluation, political and economic issues have decreased foreign investments in the country. It is hoped that by implementing the necessary corrective actions the international scenario will regain trust in the country and that Brazil will begin to grow again.

» A high dollar rate has significantly increased leisure tourism demand in Brazil. Only in 2015, the leisure segment in some hotels and resorts had a turnover increase of up to 25%. The trend is also positive for 2016. With a high dollar rate, Brazilians have re-planned their travels throughout the country. As regards foreign demand, the country is cheaper so that more international visitors may arrive in Brazil.

» The crisis has also opened new opportunity windows. The Real devaluation and the drop in asset value in the country attract the attention of foreign investors. There is a consolidation trend in several sectors of the economy, including the hotel industry. Once the country’s political and economic issues have been solved, the trend in the medium term is for market recovery and asset appreciation.

» The World Cup partly accounted for the drop in rates. After the 2015 sports event, rates went back to normal levels. Apart from the World Cup effect, new supply and economic recession have also put downward pressure on rates.
Rio de Janeiro

Despite the downtrends, Rio is still the market with the best RevPAR in the country.

- Impact of the oil and gas chain. The fall of the international crude oil price and investigations on Petrobras have led to a substantial decrease in corporate demand in the city.

- Significant increase of new supply. What with the upcoming Olympic Games, several hotels are being inaugurated. In 2015, 4,277 new rooms opened, of which 65% are located in the Barra district. This supply expansion together with shrinking demand has led to a 14% drop in occupancy in the sample under study.

- Opportunity to consolidate Rio de Janeiro as an international travel destination. Five billion spectators are expected to attend the Olympic Games. For the hotel sector, increases in the average daily rate will likely occur in 2016 during the event.

São Paulo

With steady supply, it is one of the least affected cities in the country.

- The average daily rate has remained stable. Thanks to a stable supply, the effects of decreased demand have been minimized. Unlike other cities in the country, the rate did not experience a negative trend. With the exception of Curitiba, it was the city with the lowest drop in occupancy.

- Positive prospects in the medium term. With the country's economy growing again, Sao Paulo will be the destination boasting the best performance recovery prospects on account of being Brazil’s largest hotel market and financial center. Sao Paulo will also be the starting point to look for hotel development options other than condo hotels.
Salvador

Demand drop increased hotel competitiveness in 2015

› The closing of the Convention Center reduced accommodation demand. Congresses that were previously held in Salvador began to be organized in other cities. The premises have been closed for refurbishment since 2015 and there are yet no plans for reopening.

› Poor performance led to the closing of some hotels. Lower performance forced some hotels to close in 2015, including some small establishments and two big ones – Pestana (431 rooms) and Tulip Inn (252 rooms). A pickup in demand will benefit those hotels that have remained in operation.

› Focus on operating efficiency. In a recession environment, the chances of increasing revenue are limited. It is essential to keep the operation compact to improve hotel results.

Curitiba

Less affected performance indexes due to supply shrinkage

› Highest occupancy levels among the Brazilian cities included in this Report. Unlike other markets, Curitiba saw a drop in supply after the closing of the Deville Rayon Hotel in 2015 for refurbishment. It reopened in 2016 as Ramada Rayon. Thus, despite a fall in demand, occupancy levels and average daily rates have remained almost stable, which makes Curitiba stand apart from the six Brazilian cities analyzed here in terms of occupancy.

› Growth performance projections above national averages for 2016. With likely delays in the inauguration of hotels under construction, supply may remain stable in 2016. Without an increase in competitiveness, the average daily rate will be less affected throughout the year.
**Porto Alegre**

The challenge in 2016 is to prevent further drops in rates

- **Increase in supply and fall in demand in 2015.** Although there was only one inauguration at the beginning of 2015, some hotels were fully operational for the first time last year. This, in addition to a drop in demand, has led to a downtrend in occupancy levels and in average daily rates.

- **Average daily rate similar to 2013.** With an unusual average daily rate in 2014 (World Cup), and strong customer renegotiation, the average daily rate of Porto Alegre hotels in 2015 was similar to 2013.

- **Challenging prospects for 2016.** Despite the lack of new openings except for Intercity Duo, which may be scheduled for 2017, demand can still fall and push rates to a more modest level. The key to keeping the sector’s profitability is to avoid entering a price war.

**Belo Horizonte**

A challenging scenario with a sharp drop in indicators for the third consecutive year

- **Worsened performance in 2015.** With a substantial growth in hotel supply, Belo Horizonte was the city with the sharpest fall in average daily rates and RevPAR among the cities under analysis. With stronger competition, most hotels lowered their rates.

- **Supply growth above demand growth.** In 2015, the city’s supply grew by 33.5% in the sample under study. This imbalance between supply and demand will continue in the short term. There is a risk of more hotels closing.

- **Opportunities for hotel repositioning and acquisition.** 2016 will be a challenging year for hoteliers in this mining capital. In this sense, there is room for assessing the repositioning and acquisition of hotels in operation.
About HVS

HVS, the world’s leading consulting and services organization focused on the hotel, mixed-use, shared ownership, gaming, and leisure industries, celebrated its 35th anniversary in 2015. Established in 1980, the company performs 4,500+ assignments each year for hotel and real estate owners, operators, and developers worldwide. HVS principals are regarded as the leading experts in their respective regions of the globe. Through a network of more than 35 offices and more than 500 professionals, HVS provides an unparalleled range of complementary services for the hospitality industry.

HVS.com

Superior Results through Unrivalled Hospitality Intelligence. Everywhere.

About HotelInvest

HotelInvest was founded in 1999 and is a reference as an advisory service for hotel investment in South America. With a team of 20 consultants and experience in 14 countries, the company is active in three business areas: Consulting and Valuation, which represents HVS in South America; Hotel Asset Management, which at present, manages 31 contracts and about 7,500 hotel rooms; and the Investment Fund area, which is responsible for the administration of the Fundo de Investimento Imobiliário FII Hotel Maxinvest (Maxinvest Real Estate Investment Fund), one of the most successful investment funds in Brazil during five years with an internal rate of return of over 30% annually.

Intelligence in Hotel Investments

About STR

STR offers clients — including hotel operators, proprietors, investors, destination administrators, local and national governments, Industry suppliers, counselors and sponsors — a standardized, world platform, a transparent, logical methodology, and a quality service all over the world. STR monitors hospitality supply and demand data and offers a valuable analysis of market activities, both for international and regional hotel groups and independent properties. With more than 55,000 hotels participating in our research of hotel performance, we are the primary source in the world for the historical tendencies of hospitality performance. We supply standardized and personalized information that will help understand past performance, market projections, and the dynamics of supply and demand in the hospitality sector.
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